
22. 4. 98

ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITTEE
9 APRIL 1998

A meeting of the Environmental Committee
was held on Thursday 9 April 1998 at 2.00 pm

PRESENT: Councillor Carole Evans (Chairman),
Councillors Oscar Alpers,  Anna Crighton,
Pat Harrow and Barbara Stewart.

IN ATTENDANCE: Councillor Gail Sheriff (arrived at 2.30 pm retired at
3.00 pm and was present for part of clause 3).

APOLOGIES: Apologies for absence were received and accepted
from Councillors Oscar Alpers (for lateness),
Newton Dodge,  Lesley Keast and Charles Manning.

Councillor Alpers arrived at 2.30 pm and was absent
for part of clause 3.

Councillor Stewart retired at 3.55 pm and was absent
for clauses 2 and 6.

The Committee reports that:

PART A - MATTERS REQUIRING A COUNCIL DECISION

1. OPTIONS FOR PROTECTING TREES IN THE CITY RR 7211

Officer responsible Author
Environmental Services Manager Irene Clarke

Corporate Plan Output:  City Plan

The purpose of this report is to follow up on a report presented to the
Environmental Committee on 4 December 1997 regarding the protection of
trees and options for the future protection of the city’s trees.  This report
will provide more information as requested by the Committee and more
about the some of the options to which the Council resolved to give
consideration.
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APPROACHES TO TREE PROTECTION IN OTHER CITIES

(a) Auckland

The Rules

Auckland City Council has provided further information on the
approach used for tree protection in the Auckland City Proposed
District Plan (Isthmus Section).  The tree protection controls are
contained in Part 5C - Heritage, of the Isthmus Plan.  The protection
controls consist of

(a) protection of notable/scheduled trees

(b) protection of trees on roads and unzoned land

(c) general tree protection controls.

The general tree protection controls apply to every site on the Isthmus
and require a resource consent for cutting, damaging, altering,
injuring, or destroying any indigenous tree over 6m in height or
greater than 600mm in girth, or any exotic tree over 8m in height or
800mm in girth.  In addition, any works in, above or under the
dripline of such a tree require resource consent.  There are some
exceptions provided to this rule such as minor trimming or pruning,
removal of dead or diseased parts of trees, works required to avoid
injury or damage.  Certain species are also excluded from these rules.

It appears that the question of whether the Proposed Isthmus District
Plan should contain general tree protection was a hotly debated issued
amongst members of the Planning Committee at the time of drafting
the Proposed Plan.  After considerable debate, the Planning
Committee resolved to include the general tree protection rule in the
Proposed Plan in addition to the other provisions for tree protection.

Submissions Received

A number of submissions were received on the proposed general tree
protection rules.  There was significant support for the proposed
controls and comparatively little opposition expressed in the
submissions received.  A number of submissions also sought
amendments to the dimensions of trees protected.
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The Council decision on submissions emphasised that the purpose of
the rules is to ensure that the existing general tree cover within the city
is retained wherever possible and to reduce the risk of serious or
irreparable damage being done to the local environment through
unnecessary or undesirable tree removal.  The Council resolved to
retain the proposed rules.

Appeals were lodged on the Council’s decisions however all but one
of these has now been withdrawn.  The only outstanding appeal
relates to the list of species to which the rules do not apply and does
not relate to the inclusion of general tree protection rules in the plan.

General tree protection is now widely accepted in Auckland as a
district plan rule and has vocal support from the Tree Council of
Auckland, the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society, the Auckland
Civic Trust, residents groups and community boards.

The Tree Council of Auckland (Inc) provides important support to the
City Council in its protection of trees.  The Tree Council is funded by
local authorities in the Auckland region and has been serving the
community since 1985 in the protection of mature trees.  The Tree
Council aims to promote and coordinate effective programmes for the
protection, management and planting of trees, particularly in the urban
environment, to improve the quality of life in the Auckland region and
to improve the Auckland treescape.  The Tree Council organises
seminars and produces information on the importance and value of
trees, provides assistance to councils to develop and implement tree
protection programmes, and supports community groups with tree
planting and maintenance.

It should be noted here that the Auckland City Proposed Plan (Isthmus
Section) was notified in 1993, decisions were issued in mid 1995 with
the appeal period closing in August 1995.  Since mid 1995 there have
been a lot of developments in public and political opinion about the
Resource Management Act.  The current political climate is generally
anti-regulation.  Should an approach similar to that in Auckland be
introduced in Christchurch, it is unlikely to be accepted with such
little opposition as experienced in Auckland.

The Cost

Concern was raised by the Auckland City Council in its 1996/97
budget round about the cost to the Council of administering and
enforcing the general tree protection provisions.  A report was
presented to the Planning Committee in June 1996 setting out options
available to reduce these costs.  At that time, the Council was
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spending just under $800,000 per annum on the administration and
enforcement of the District Plan’s tree provisions.

Several options were suggested to the Committee for reducing the
costs including;

(i) Have no general tree protection

(ii) Require consent for felling/removal only

(iii) Increase the size criteria

(iv) Protect only indigenous trees

(v) Procedural changes to the processing of pruning applications

The Committee resolved to consider some procedural changes and to
increase the height trigger by 2m.  However, in the information
available from Auckland City Council, procedural changes did not
proceed, and the increase to the height trigger did not proceed after
opponents addressed the Planning Committee resulting in a reversal of
its previous resolution.

In relation to the costs quoted above the Auckland City Council also
assists residents with protected trees by making its arborists available
to advise on tree matters, by charging no fee for resource consent
applications relating to trees and by the provision of information
(pamphlets, guidelines).  There are also the indirect costs associated
with administration and enforcement of tree protection.

The Auckland City Council has accepted that these costs must be
borne, and the information and incentives must continue to be
provided to retain the general tree protection rules.

The Parks Unit of the Christchurch City Council currently spends
$45,000 per annum on administration of the protected trees rules.
This equates to three-quarters of a full time equivalent staff member.
When the general tree protection rules were introduced in Auckland,
an additional three arborists were employed bringing the total number
of arborists in Auckland to six.  Additional enforcement staff were
also employed.
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(b) Hamburg

Efforts to find information on the basis for protection of trees in the
City of Hamburg included searches of the Internet, sending of e-mail
messages, and searches of references in the University library.  No
information of any assistance to this Committee was found.  However,
I believe that the situation in Hamburg is unlikely to be comparable to
that in Christchurch in terms of the legislative basis, the resource
management environment, and the urban form.

PARLIAMENTARY COMMISSIONER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT REPORT

In March 1997 the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment (PCE)
published a report on ‘The Management of Suburban Amenity Values’
based on experience in cities including Christchurch and Auckland.  The
findings of this report were reported to the Environment Committee in June
1997.

This report recognised existing tree protection measures in proposed district
plans (eg special character zones, the listing of notable trees, and general
tree protection) however found that there is some uncertainty as to the future
survival of urban trees in areas subject to intensification.

The report found that

‘The particular fabric of different areas of the city needs to be taken into
account in promoting the retention of vegetation cover.  General tree
protection provisions for significant trees (eg over a certain height and
width), either city-wide or for specified areas, would complement existing
notable or heritage tree provisions in many district plans.  Tree protection
will require skilled staff, including a combination of arborists and
landscape architects, to assess applications for pruning or tree removal.’

THE URBAN TREES BILL

Background information is provided about the Urban Trees Bill in response
to the resolution by Council ‘  that consideration be given to the possibility
of seeking legislative changes regarding tree protection and/or removal,
including a possible review of the present legislative provisions which
require disputes between neighbours regarding trees to be resolved through
the District Court.’

The Urban Trees Bill was introduced into Parliament in March 1996 by
Christine Fletcher.  The purpose of the Bill was to amend the Resource
Management Act and other enactments to give greater recognition to the
importance of trees within urban areas.  Provisions of the Bill included
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(i) adding the protection, maintenance and conservation of tree cover in
any urban area as a matter of national importance in the RMA

(ii) requiring a territorial authority to include in the district plan, rules
making suitable provision for the protection, maintenance and
conservation, so far as practicable, of the existing tree cover, whether
of indigenous or exotic trees, in every urban area

(iii) the introduction of new penalties that prohibit a developer who has
been found guilty of chopping down a protected tree from undertaking
any further development for up to three years.

Ninety-nine submissions were received on the Bill, the majority in
opposition because they believed that the RMA already provides sufficient
means for local authorities to protect urban trees through their policy
statements and plans.  In their submission on the Bill, Local Government
NZ stated that ‘  local authorities did not agree that trees should be provided
with a special status under the RMA as this would not be consistent with an
effects-based approach or the impartial treatment of all resources’  .

The Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment came to the
conclusion that

‘Greater recognition of the value of the urban treescape is needed ... the
need for this legislation has not been proven.  The new provisions, if
inserted in the RMA, would still serve only to be persuasive to councils and
the councils should be responsive to local views as required by the RMA.  If
councils are responsive to local views on tree protection then there is no
need for this Bill and its enactment would not ensure that councils protect
trees, as there is plenty of scope for discretion to be exercised.’

The Bill was reported back from the Select Committee on 2 October 1997.
On the basis of submissions received, the Committee concluded that ‘  this
legislation is unnecessary’   and that the Bill ‘  not be passed’  .  The Bill
was discharged from Parliament on 22 October 1997.

Disputes between neighbours are a significant proportion of inquiries
received by the Council about trees.  The legislative provisions for disputes
between neighbours regarding trees come from Section 129 of the Property
Law Act.  This section of the Act seems to work well and it would be a
significant task for the Council to oversee the resolution of these disputes.

Where the dispute between neighbours relates to a protected tree, then the
Council does have a role.  A resource consent is required for works to the
tree and the District Court expects this consent to be resolved before it hears
the dispute in the Court.
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If the Council resolves to protect more trees in the city by any of the
methods discussed in this report, then the Council would consequently have
more of a role in neighbours disputes about trees.  The Council’s
responsibilities under the Resource Management Act include the
maintenance and enhancement of amenity values (Section 7c).  The City
Plan aims to achieve this by identifying and protecting trees of special value
to the community (Policy 4.3.3).  It would therefore be appropriate for the
Council to only be involved in those disputes which involve trees of special
value, as protected in the City Plan.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT NZ CONFERENCE 1998

The December 1997 meeting of the Council also resolved that ‘  Local
Government NZ be requested to include tree protection measures as a
workshop to be discussed at the 1998 Local Government Conference’  .  I
have spoken with staff of Local Government NZ about this year’s
conference which is on 29 - 30 June in Dunedin.  The conference
programme has already been confirmed and it is too late to introduce new
topics.  However, the workshop topic on Environment/Resource
Management at the conference is on ‘  Local Agenda 21’  .  Staff of the
LGNZ office felt that there was enough scope in this topic to focus on
certain issues such as protection of trees.

NON-REGULATORY OPTIONS

(a) Public Awareness/Education

Information from Auckland City Council indicates that on notification
of the Proposed District Plan, the Council undertook a range of
activities designed to inform the public about tree protection.  These
included articles in the Auckland ‘City Scene’, and local newspapers,
public meetings to explain the new District Plan, pamphlets
explaining the tree controls, an annexure in the District Plan giving
guidelines on works in the vicinity of trees.  It is the opinion of the
Auckland Tree Council (from their submission on the Proposed Plan)
that the community of Auckland have reached a stage where the
benefit of education has make them a tree-conscious people prepared
to look after their trees at some sacrifice.  Education by itself
however, has been clearly shown to be insufficient and the community
have indicated they want controls to achieve the level of protection
they consider necessary and desirable for the trees in the city.
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Education about the value of trees and the methods used in
Christchurch to retain the city’s tree cover would be beneficial in
conjunction with any regulatory methods for tree protection.  People
would then know what the issue is, why the rules are there, and the
results anticipated by the rules.

In the series of information booklets on the City Plan, there is no
information booklet about tree protection.  It would be beneficial to
produce an information booklet in this series which covered such
matters as; why trees are protected; what trees are protected; what the
difference is between a heritage tree and a notable tree; the procedure
for adding trees to the city plan list; the criteria for

including trees on the list; what the rules are for protected trees; what
to do if you need a resource consent for work affecting a protected
tree; Council assistance available for meeting costs associated with
protected trees.  The Parks Unit is also working on an information
brochure about the care of trees.

A public awareness programme could also include articles in ‘City
Scene’, stories in the media (if there is a news angle), articles in
newsletters such as ‘Our Environment’, public seminars or practical
workshops on tree care.  The Communications and Promotions Unit
have been approached and can draw up a strategy for a public
awareness programme.

A public awareness programme designed to increase knowledge about
the value of trees could use an example such as the Council planting
programme in Boon Street, Sydenham to illustrate one type of
assistance available from the Council.  This project, which was to
encourage tree planting on private property and increase tree cover on
a particular street could also be explained to Community Boards, and
Boards encouraged to support similar projects in the future.

(b) Council Tree Planting

The Parks Unit is currently working on a street by street survey of
street trees to assess the existing planting and/or the suitability of
streets for new planting, with the objective of putting streets in some
sort of priority order.  At present the planting of street trees is
generally done at the time of road construction or reconstruction, or in
response to requests by residents for street tree planting.
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The budget for planting of Council reserves is split between new
reserves which require planting and improvements when they become
reserves, and the upgrading of existing reserves.  The budget for
upgrading existing reserves is evenly spent around the city and is
spent according to the priority for where upgrading is needed.  In
addition to the general spending on Council reserves, additional
planting is also achieved by Community Board spending, and planting
related to cemeteries, revegetation projects, and waterway margins.

Council planting on Council land is an important and relatively safe
option for ensuring tree cover is maintained in the city.  It is also an
efficient use of funds which will always achieve the desired result,
compared to spending on administration and enforcement of rules.

Trees in Council reserves often include trees around park boundaries.
There have, on occasion, been disputes with neighbours about the
‘nuisance’ caused by often mature trees eg shading, falling debris, risk
due to overhanging branches.  These disputes are increasing as
residential density around parks increases.  There are many trees on
Council reserves which are not listed as protected trees but their value,
either individually or in combination can be significant for the reserve
and the area the reserve serves.  The importance of retaining trees in
Council reserves could be recognised by either listing these trees as
notable trees (if the criteria are met), or protecting all trees in open
space and conservation zones which meet general size criteria.

A consequence of this would be that the Council would require
resource consent for a lot of the regular tree maintenance work which
is carried out.  This would increase maintenance costs and could lead
to time delays.  However, Walter Fielding-Cotterell has advised that
applications could be made by ward for all proposed tree maintenance
in a season and would not, therefore, restrict ongoing works.

Any changes to strategic policies for parks, or standards and practices
relating to existing or new reserves will need to be referred to the
Parks Unit or the Parks and Recreation Committee.

REGULATORY OPTIONS

(a) Increase number of listed trees

An information booklet on protected trees and the criteria for
protection would advise the public about how trees become listed.
This booklet, along with a public awareness programme could be used
to encourage the public and community boards to identify trees and
advise the Council of trees suitable for protection.
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Options and costs for increasing the number of listed trees was
reported to the December meeting of the Committee.

Any increase in Council surveys of areas of the city for trees, is
limited by present budget restraints.  If surveying was increased, it
will be most effective if it is concentrated in those areas of the city
which are under the most threat, for example higher density residential
areas.

(b) Increase the desirability of having a protected tree

Increasing the desirability of having a protected tree would encourage
more community (and consequently developer) support for the
retention of protected trees.  One reason why some property owners
see a protected tree as undesirable is the fact that resource consent is
required from the Council for most pruning, works and removal.  If
the application process was simplified and the application costs
reduced (as in Auckland City), then people may see more value rather
than costs in having a protected tree.

One issue which has arisen in a submission to the City Plan is whether
some or all applications for works related to trees should be processed
on a non-notified basis with no neighbours consents required.  This
suggestion will be resolved along with all other submissions on the
City Plan later this year.  However it should be noted that if this
submission was accepted, then the application process would be
simpler and quicker and would not require consultation with
neighbours which applicants often find difficult and time consuming.

It may also be appropriate to re-consider resource consent fees for
applications related to trees.  At present, no fee is charged for
applications relating to pruning where the proposal will benefit the
safety, health and form of the protected tree.  In Auckland however,
all application fees related to trees are waived.  This acts as an
incentive to property owners to obtain the required consents, to not
see application costs as a burden, and to see the application as an
opportunity to obtain advice from expert Council staff.

In the report to the December meeting of this Committee it was
reported that in a recent 12 month period, 56 resource consent
applications were received which related solely to protected trees, and
of those 30 applications were solely for pruning.  The application fee
(where it is not pruning for the benefit of the tree) for a non-notified
resource consent is $250 and the initial fee for a notified application is
$650  These fees are charged for removal of a tree or any works
within 10m of a tree.
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The Council does have a small budget of $5,000 for assistance with
works associated with protected trees.  This has been used in the past
on specific application for pruning which is of benefit to the tree and
works required due to damage caused by protected trees, for example
repairs to buildings or drainage.  The availability of assistance is not
publicised and therefore is not an incentive for the retention of trees.
However, it should be noted that the budget will not stretch far as the
cost of pruning a large tree can be up to $1,000.

(c) Improve existing subdivision controls

The subdivision rules of the City Plan provide for the protection of
significant trees and vegetation on the subdivision of land.  Where
significant trees are found on a site to be subdivided, they are shown
on a plan and a consent notice is issued which requires the trees to be
protected and preserved in accordance with good arboricultural
practice.  The consent notice is registered on the title so that any
owner or interested purchaser is aware of it.

However, there is no definition in the plan for a significant tree.
Surveyors often do not show trees on the subdivision plan, and the
subdivision staff do not know if there are significant trees on the
property.  In order to ensure the rule is clear and certain, and that all
parties understand what the rule applies to, if any general tree
protection rules are introduced to the plan, it may be beneficial to also
have some criteria in the City Plan to define what trees are affected by
the subdivision rules and what trees will be protected on subdivision.

(d) Protect trees on development of land

The ‘gap’ in the City Plan at present is that there is no ability to
protect significant trees at the time of development and there is
nothing to prevent a site being cleared prior to development.  This gap
would not be there if subdivision and land use/building consent
applications were made at the same time and/or significant trees could
be protected at the time of development.  However, there is no
enforceable method of requiring land/use and subdivision to occur at
the same time.

Options for protecting trees at the time of development are:

(i) Incentives for retention of trees eg relaxation of certain
development standards or reduction in reserve contribution.
This option was previously not favoured by the committee.
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(ii) Require resource consent for all development with the discretion
retained in respect of the protection of significant vegetation
(similar to subdivision and design and appearance controls for
some areas).  This option was previously not favoured by the
committee.

(iii) Blanket tree protection of all trees over a certain size (the
Auckland approach) either city-wide or in particular areas where
trees are subject to greatest risk or existing tree cover is
particularly valuable.

(iv) Require landscaping of all sites or sites in some zones on
development, including the planting of new vegetation or the
retention of existing vegetation.

It is important to consider that a potential consequence of blanket tree
protection is a reluctance of people to plant trees that grow to that
size.  There is some evidence of this from records of tree sales in
Auckland.  It will always be important to keep planting trees in order
for tree cover to be retained in the long term.

Council staff in consultation with particular interest groups, are
currently investigating design, amenity and landscaping issues is the
high density living zones (L3 and L4).  The outcome of this
assessment may be a recommendation to amend the existing
landscaping provisions in these zones.  If suggested amendments are
effective in encouraging planting and retention of some existing trees
(as in iv above) then there may be no need for blanket tree protection.

(e) Assessment matters for resource consents

The assessment matters in the Plan are used in assessing resource
consent applications for controlled and discretionary activities.  If the
matter of trees (in particular the retention of trees or provision of new
trees), is included as an assessment matter for living zone standards
such as density and street scene, this would clarify that trees are to be
considered in assessing applications for resource consent.  For
example whether or not trees removed are replaced or whether non-
compliance with a particular standard results in the retention of a tree.
Such examples would be mitigating factors for non-compliance and
may therefore be a reason for approving an application.  If
consideration of trees as a mitigating factor is specifically listed as an
assessment matter, this may encourage developers to consider tree
retention along with any non-compliances.
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If retaining a tree results in a proposal being unable to comply with
other standards in the City Plan, a developer may prefer to remove the
tree than spend time and money on the resource consent process.
While assessment matters may indicate that retention of the tree will
be considered as a mitigating factor, this will not offset additional
costs faced by the developer.  It may therefore be appropriate to also
re-consider resource consent fees for applications which fall into this
category.

(f) SAM approach to tree protection

SAMs are Special amenity areas identified in the proposed City Plan
which have a coherence and character worthy of preserving in terms
of age, condition and appearance of buildings and streetscape.  In
some SAMs, there are existing protected buildings and trees which are
part of the amenity of the area.  SAMs with notable street trees are
protected through the road zone rules.  The streetscape is important in
many SAMs, and to recognise this, there is an increased street scene
setback in some SAMs.  For example SAMs characterised by 1930s
bungalows have a requirement for an 8m street scene setback
(compared to 4.5m in the L1 and L2 zones) as this was the typical
setback of this type of building.  This increased setback retains the
historical setting of dwellings but also retains vegetation present along
the street frontages.  Existing SAMs are areas which the Council has
identified as having a special character and amenity and therefore
protection of vegetation within SAMs would be consistent with this
basis.  Protection of vegetation would have to be by way of a general
tree protection rule which protected all trees above a certain size.

However, it must be recognised that the existing SAMs in the
proposed City Plan have not been identified because of their
vegetation.  It is likely that other areas of the city have high amenity in
terms of vegetation and such areas could qualify for vegetation
protection as much as existing SAMs.  Other areas with a particular
character and coherence of vegetation could be identified as ‘tree
SAMs’ with specific tree protection rules for these areas.  There are
however, areas where vegetation is important because it is rare, or
because it serves another function eg drainage and stability on the
hills.  While this may not fit into a SAM model, these areas should be
recognised in order to protect different types of vegetation in different
areas of the city.
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Recommendation:

1. That a strategy for a public awareness programme be prepared to increase
knowledge about the value of trees, the rules for trees and the care of trees
including community care for public trees.

2. That information booklets be prepared on the City Plan provisions for
protected trees, financial assistance available for trees and the care of trees.

3. That the public and Community Boards be encouraged through the public
awareness programme and information booklets to identify trees suitable for
listing, and that Council surveys of trees suitable for listing continue.

4. That assessment matters for resource consents for living zones be included
for trees to be specifically considered for the following standards; site
density and open space, street scene, and separation from neighbours.

5. That it be recommended to the Annual Plan Working Party that provision be
made to increase the Parks Unit’s Arboricultural team with two additional
full time equivalent staff members.  This would enable further surveys for
additional trees to be added to the list of protected trees and the
administration and enforcement of the plan.

6. That staff report on the options on the protection of trees on Council-owned
land.

7. That a seminar on protecting trees in the city be held in July 1998 for all
Councillors and Community Board members, to include a bus tour of
relevant sections of the city for that seminar.

8. That during subdivision and development, retention of existing trees be
sought as part of the design of the subdivision and ways of achieving this
and allowing developers to trade-off when trees are removed, be
investigated.

9. That the existing landscaping requirements in the high density living zones
be amended by variation to require the planting of trees which grow to a
large size, and the retention of existing trees over a certain size.  The means
of implementing this amendment to be confirmed through the current
investigations on design and amenity issues in the L3 and L4 zones.

10. That an assessment be carried out of existing tree cover in the low density
living zones to identify areas with a particular character and coherence of
vegetation, or where  vegetation is important for particular reasons; and that
an assessment be carried out of the likely benefits and costs of general tree
protection in these areas.
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11. That general tree protection rules be introduced by variation for those open
space zones and conservation zones which are public reserves.

12. That detailed costings be prepared for the options set out above.  Their
implementation would depend on justification in terms of Section 32 of the
Resource Management Act, and adequate future budget provision (probably
1999/2000).

This report was withdrawn from the Council meeting agenda of 25 March 1998,
to enable members of the Committee to provide further information or
amendment to the report.

2. REMITS TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT NEW ZEALAND
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - 1 JULY 1998

The Committee considered a report on the submission of proposed remits to the
Annual General Meeting to be held on 1 July 1998.  The report outlined the policy
process to be followed in these and remits were needed to be received by
24 April 1998.

Recommendation: 1. That a remit be forwarded to Local Government
New Zealand requesting that government provide
increased funding for the protection of nationally
important heritage buildings.

2. Councillors Anna Crighton, Patrick Harrow or
nominees attend the annual conference.

PART B - REPORTS FOR INFORMATION

3. DEPUTATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

OURUHIA RESIDENTS’ ASSOCIATION INC

Penny Hargraves and Tammy Wells addressed the Committee on behalf of the
Ouruhia Residents’ Association and spoke to the material tabled at the meeting.

The Residents’ Association sought funds to allow for independent measurements
to be undertaken to measure transmission levels from the tower and for a survey
of the effects on the environment and health of residents in this area.
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The Committee decided:

1. That the Christchurch City Council undertake independent measuring of
radiation transmissions from the Ouruhia Tower using consultants
acceptable to the Ouruhia Residents’ Association.

2. That in addition a survey be undertaken to obtain information of any effects
on the health of residents and wildlife in this area.

3. That an approach be made to Local Government New Zealand seeking
support for research into the effects of electro-magnetic radiation.

PROTECTION FOR TREES

The Committee received deputations from Mr Keith McKay and the Merivale
Precinct Society who spoke concerning the need for measures to protect trees
within the city area.

Mr Keith McKay drew particular attention to the destruction of cabbage trees in
the eastern area of the city while the Merivale Precinct Society in its submission
stressed the desirability of adopting a blanket protection regime on mature trees in
a similar manner to that existing in the Auckland City Council area.

The Committee decided that the topic of cutting down cabbage trees in the
Bexley area be referred to the Burwood/Pegasus Community Board and in
particular the suggestions that cabbage trees be retained or relocated if necessary.
The Committee further considered the comments made by the submitters in
conjunction with clause 1.

4. ITEMS RECEIVED

The Committee received the following reports:

4.1 Clean Retail Scheme RR 7330

The report advised the Committee of the joint initiative of the Waste
Management Unit, City Centre Marketing, Keep Christchurch beautiful and
other parties relating to a Cleaner Production programme for city centre
retailers.

4.2 Water Expo RR 7301

A report from Water Services Unit on the Water Expo programme, an
educational programme to increase children’s environmental awareness of
the city’s water resource which focuses on schoolchildren in Years 6-10.
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4.3 Update on Heritage Buildings RR 7430

A report from Jenny May, Planner (Heritage) updating information
presented to the Committee at its February meeting.

4.4 Update report on Clean Air and
Energy Efficiency Incentives Programme RR 7411

A report from Isobel Stout, Environment Health Officer, on progress on the
proposed programme to make available financial incentives to encourage
city residents to convert to non-polluting forms of heating and upgrade
insulation in their homes.

PART C - REPORT ON DELEGATED DECISIONS
TAKEN BY THE COMMITTEE

5. RESOLUTION TO EXCLUDE THE PUBLIC

The Committee resolved that the draft resolution to exclude the public set out on
page 23 of the agenda be adopted.

CONSIDERED THIS 22ND DAY OF APRIL 1998

MAYOR
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITTEE
9 APRIL 1998

PUBLIC EXCLUDED

A meeting of the Environmental Committee
was held on Thursday 9 April 1998 at 2.00 pm

PRESENT: Councillor Carole Evans (Chairman),
Councillors Oscar Alpers,  Anna Crighton,
Pat Harrow and Barbara Stewart.

IN ATTENDANCE: Councillor Gail Sheriff (arrived at 2.30 pm retired at
3.00 pm and was present for part of clause 3).

APOLOGIES: Apologies for absence were received and accepted
from Councillors Oscar Alpers (for lateness),
Newton Dodge,  Lesley Keast and Charles Manning.

Councillor Alpers arrived at 2.30 pm and was absent
for part of clause 3.

Councillor Stewart retired at 3.55 pm and was absent
for clauses 2 and 6.

The Committee reports that:

PART A - MATTERS REQUIRING A COUNCIL DECISION (Cont’d)

6. PURCHASE OF NON-CONFORMING USE - Section 7(2)(i)
3 HARGOOD STREET, WOOLSTON RR 7320

The Property Manager sought approval to purchase a building at
3 Hargood Street, Woolston which was a non-conforming building on a
non-conforming area of land.

The opportunity for purchase had arisen with the recent road widening of the
Ferry Road/Hargood Street intersection and was intended that the property be
incorporated with the surrounding surplus vacant land owned by the Council and
used for residential development.

The area of land involved was 109 square metres with a government valuation as
at 1 September 1995 of $9,000.  The current market value was assessed by Ford
Baker Valuation Limited for the Council at $12,000 inclusive of GST.
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Funding would be provided from the non-conforming use fund which would be
reimbursed once the total vacant area was sold.

The Committee resolved that the property be purchased for $12,000 inclusive of
GST.

The meeting concluded at 4.10 pm.

CONSIDERED THIS 22ND DAY OF APRIL 1998

MAYOR


